OUR LADY OF THE LAKE
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
LAKE LABORATORY SERVICES
PHONE 765-8811
FAX 765-3492

Please note the amount needed. Contact Person ______________________________

VACUTAINER TUBES:
___ SST / SERUM SEPARATOR 4 ML
___ LAVENDER TOP ___2ML ___3ML
___ LAVENDER TOP 9ML (BB/Serology)
___ RED TOP 6M
___ GREEN TOP SODIUM HEPARIN
___ GREEN TOP LITHIUM HEPARIN
___ DARK BLUE TOP NO ADDITIVE
___ DARK BLUE TOP
___ GRAY TOP
___ YELLOW TOP
LIGHT BLUE TOP
___ 3.5ML ___ 3ML ___2ML

BLOOD COLLECTION – SUPPLIES
VACUTAINER NEEDLES:
___ 21G ___ 22G
___ VACUTAINER HOLDERS (HUBBS)
___ TOURNIQUIT

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
___ PLASTIC VIALS (Transfer Tubes)
___ BIOHAZARD SPECIMEN BAGS
___ BIOPSY CONTAINERS w/10% Formalin

___ LAB REQUISITIONS
ACCOUNT # ______________

FAX SUPPLIES
___ FAX PAPER
___ TONER for Cannon FX3
___ Toner for Kyocera TK40

BACTERIOLOGY / VIROLOGY
___ BLOOD CULTURE BOTTLES ADULT
___ BLOOD CULTURE BOTTLES PEDS
___ FLOCKED SWAB (Aerobic/Anaerobic)**
___ FLOCKED SWAB-MINI-TIP (Aer.Ana)**
___ CULTURETTE: GEL (Wet Prep Only)
___ CULTURETTE: MINI-TIP W/Charcoal *
* (Used for B. pertussis PCR only)
___ M4 VIRAL C&S TRANSPORT MEDIA
   (Herpes/Chlamydia)
** Flocked Swab for Aerobic,Anaerobic,Fungus,AFB

GENPROBE – CHLAMYDIA/GC/TRICH
___ Purple (Unisex)-CHLAM/GC/TRICH
___ Orange (Multi-test) – CHLAM/GC/TRICH
___ Yellow (Urine)-CHLAM/GC/TRICH

STOOL CONTAINERS
___ TOTAL FIX-BLACK TOP
   (OCP, Giardia/Crypto AG, WBC)
___ ENTERIC PLUS - GREEN TOP (C&S)

URINE CONTAINERS
___ STERILE COLLECTION CUPS
___ Gray Transport Tube for Urine C&S
___ Yellow Transport Tube for Urinalysis
___ 24 HOUR COLLECTION CONTAINER

PAP SUPPLIES
___ PAP-PAK
___ THIN PREP BOTTLES
___ PAPETTE-BROOM
___ CYTO BRUSHES/ PLASTIC SPATULA
___ PAP REQUITIONS *
*For Client Bill Only. Order PAPS from Woman’s CDC.

OTHER SUPPLIES

-------------------------------
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